Plutora is a market leader in value stream management, with release, test environment, and analytics solutions for enterprise IT. Their mission is to enable predictable, high-quality enterprise software delivery across the entire release portfolio.

**TECH SKILLS THEY VALUE**

- Entity Framework
- JavaScript
- .NET
- C#
- SQL
- HTML
- React
- ASP.NET
- XML
- Keen
- jQuery
- Angular
CHALLENGES

Because the process wasn't automated enough, it required a lot of manual work on their side. Also, the effectiveness of phone screening was insufficient as it didn't eliminate the candidates without the right skills.

SOLUTION

In 2018, Plutora implemented DevSkiller into their technical recruitment process.

Their aim was to:

- Automate technical screening to reduce the workload
- Limit the number of interviews
- Identify candidates with the right skills before the interview stage

RESULTS

“Thanks to automating the screening stage, we were able to reduce the interview rate by 50%. At the same time, the quality of candidates who make it to the interview stage is now much greater. DevSkiller adds an extra layer of quality to our technical hiring process”

Richard Williams, VP of Engineering at Plutora

Per each candidate, Plutora saves approximately 8 hours of their internal developer time. That’s because they don’t have to pull developers in to interview poor candidates.

“Our process is now much better since there is a tool that can help understand the depth of a developer’s knowledge. We’ve definitely seen an improvement in the tech ability of the candidates, especially around code review and programming tests”, says Richard.